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For those who like it subdued and modern, KOC has a range of cards that ooze sophistication and class like
none other. Thanks so much again. They are beautiful, we are very very happy with them and our friends all
commented on how lovely they are. You can also give an attractive twist to your Bengali Marriage card with
these alluring creations from KOC. All our cards are carefully crafted in our in-house printing unit to give our
clients a high quality product at the most competitive price! The quality and style all lived up to expectations!
This way you can ensure to include all ceremonies like Holud kota, Sankha Porana and the main wedding
programme in the card for the convenience of guests. You also need to send the text to be printed in Word
format. You can also order for samples which we would be happy to send across. If there is any mistake in
printing from Parekh Cards, they will exchange with new cards free of cost. Is the wedding card design
completely unique? Here is your checklist to help you shortlist the favourite wedding invitations at Parekh
Cards: Do you like the look of the outer cover or envelope? Check whether any of the family members have
had the same design for their wedding card. Hello Rajeshbhai Thank you very much for all your help and your
prompt response with all the emails. The invitations looked very nice really impress with them. Right from
your pre-wedding rituals to the post wedding celebrations we have cards that go with every occasion of yours.
Our scroll cards and designer vintage cards that mimic the invites of the golden era of kings are particularly
popular amongst our clients. Parekh Cards has been in the industry of wedding cards for long and understands
the need to provide best quality. Just let us know and we will be happy to showcase range of Bengali
Invitation Card that would suit the occasion. Special Merits You Enjoy While Ordering from Parekh Cards
The reason to buy from reliable and licensed retailers is that you will then be assured best quality. The
conglomeration of numerous ceremonies that make a big fat Bengali wedding need special attention and we
understand that very well. The murat ceremony on friday went very well. Visit our online portal and take a
look at our vast collection of Bengali Wedding card design with Price displayed against each one. Is the price
of these cards well within your decided budget? You can take your time to surf through the list of online
wedding invitations. You may even try our samples of handmade paper cards that give an earthy feel without
compromising on the magnificence of colours and designs. I have recieved my cards and I do like them very
much so thanks very much for that. Make sure your card is completely unique before selecting it for your
wedding. Send details and your card will be delivered in time to provided address. Parekh Cards' Guarantee
Parekh Card assures that it will only print the text that is provided by the client. If the answer to all these
questions is yes, you can then select the cards from the website without a second thought. I have not noticed
any problems, so I will be sending them out shortly. A wedding invitation marks the beginning of all wedding
arrangements in India.


